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Purpose—This study examines the effects of consumer engagement behaviour towards game reviews 

posted on YouTube on video game sales.  

Design/methodology/approach— An empirical research was conducted after analyses of 140 YouTube 

reviews about top games selected from the video games titles released within 2010-2019. The impacts 

of social media engagement activities (total views, the ratio of likes/dislikes to total views, review 

sentiment) of YouTube reviews, consumer and critic reviews on games sales were investigated with 

ordinary least square (OLS) regression model. 

Findings—The findings indicated that consumer engagement behaviour of YouTube reviews 

significantly influenced sales; however, the effect is not larger than critics’ and consumers’ text reviews. 

Consumer reviews have the highest positive impact on sales. YouTube review sentiment did not 

influence sales and YouTube reviews posted by an influencer (i.e., user) compared to a firm (i.e., 

marketing generated) did not have higher sales.  

Discussion— The results draw attention to the importance of engaging video game reviews on 

YouTube and consumers’ and critics’ online textual reviews for video games sales. This research 

contributes three streams of research: Digital word of mouth, consumer engagement behaviour on social 

media and predicting video game sales. The contribution is to indicate the predictive power of 

engagement of YouTube game reviews on game sales, to compare reviewer type (user/influencer - 

versus firm-generated) and to compare the effectiveness of video reviews to textual critic and consumer 

reviews. 

1. Introduction 

The video gaming industry is a huge and very dynamic industry and reported to have worth $159.3 Billion in 

2020 and continue in growth is expected due to the extensive effects of corona pandemic increase1. This 

industry is accepted as the most profitable industry in the entertainment sector and the impact of video games 

market was expected to increase (Marchand, 2016). Indeed, players’ total revenue reached 880 million dollars 

in 2020 in Turkey and the number of game players has been reported as 36 million (Turkey Game Market 

Report, 2020). Gamers have high purchasing power and appear to be more tech-savvy than non-gamers 

(Flores-Méndez et al., 2018). Gamers are also defined to be highly influential listeners. Indeed, majority of 

YouTube channels with the most subscribers are gaming-related. Gamers subscribe to gaming-related 

channels, watch video games’ reviews and even engage with videos by commenting, liking, subscribing or 

sharing on YouTube. Some enthusiastic gamers who can be called as gaming influencers, even create their 

own review videos and upload on their YouTube channel to be a YouTube influencer or to help other gamers 

and communicate with them. Increasing profits of video gaming industry indicate why gaming influencers 

are increasing in numbers. Video reviews of games on YouTube might be either created by a gamer (i.e., 

user-generated) or a firm such as a game developer firm, game magazines, a digital marketing firm (i.e., 

marketing-generated). So far, the effects of online textual reviews written by critics or consumers on 

performance of video games have been investigated in terms of valence and volume in marketing literature. 

However, video game reviews on YouTube might have a strong impact on game sales considering that 

gamers are tech-savvy and very likely spend more time on YouTube. Besides, there is a need for 

investigating the influence of YouTube content on performance of video game sales. This study fills-in this 

void focusing on game review videos posted on YouTube, and identifies post type, namely user- vs firm-

 
1 https://www.theverge.com/2021/1/6/22215786/video-games-covid-19-animal-crossing-among-us 
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generated, extracts sentiment within a review video and compares effectiveness of them to the textual online 

reviews.      

Video games differ from other product categories as being an experience good similar to movies and books. 

The quality of an experience good are difficult to observe in advance and consumers can examine product 

quality only after consumption. Therefore, product reviews are crucial to signal quality of any experience 

products and they influence the success of experience goods (Cox & Kaimann, 2015). Recommendations from 

other users and professionals potentially have stronger impact on video games´ sales compare to movie sales 

(Zhu & Zhang, 2010). First of all, the variety of video games are higher than the variety of movies (Zhu & 

Zhang, 2010), and therefore a game player would need more quality signals to identify a good game from 

many. Time investment for a video game is higher than a movie or music song. Besides, a video game is 

typically higher-priced than a music or movie (Zhu & Zhang, 2010). Too many choice options of game titles, 

increased time and money investments increase the importance of reviews on video games sales. A game 

review could be an online textual review or a video on YouTube. A YouTuber gamer can indicate gameplay, 

comment, and rate a game in his/her YouTube video. Video reviews might be more effective compare to 

written reviews of critics or users because it is more vivid and informative. In this paper, the effects of YouTube 

review videos created by a user (i.e., gamer) and a firm will be investigated and their effect will be compared 

to textual online reviews by critics and consumers. So, the research objective is to investigate the effects of 

YouTube review videos, and online textual reviews by critics and consumers on video game sales. 

Academics give less attention to this industry compare to other well-known entertainment industries, namely 

movie or music industry (Marchand & Hennig-Thurau, 2013). Although YouTube exits for fifteen years, 

gamers use YouTube actively and gaming-related YouTube channels have the most subscribers2, previous 

research about the marketing effectiveness of YouTube platform is limited compare to Twitter and Facebook. 

As far as this author knows, this is the first work investigating the effectiveness of video reviews on YouTube 

on video game sales (see Table A1). Previous studies that investigated the influence of social media platforms 

investigated mostly movie sales and these studies can be categorized as either using only one social media 

platform or multiple platforms. Studies that investigated one platform for movies were mostly used data from 

microblogs (Rui et al., 2013 and Hennig-Thurau et al., 2015 for Twitter; Du et al., 2014 for Tencent; Liu et al., 

2016 for Sina), or from Facebook (Ding et al., 2017). Studies that examined multiple platforms for movies 

examined either two platforms, specifically Twitter and Facebook (Bogaert et al. 2021; Oh et al. 2017; Houston 

et al. 2018) or four platforms, specifically blogs, review website (Yahoo!Movies), Twitter, and YouTube (Baek 

et al. 2017). For video games, only study that investigated the predictive power of social media platforms was 

Marchand et al. (2017) and they investigated the predictive power of Twitter and product reviews on Amazon. 

Existing studies were concentrated on online textual reviews in movie industry. Besides, findings on the 

effectiveness of consumers and critics review metrics have been contradictory. Surprisingly, there is no study 

on the impact of YouTube reviews. YouTube is a better platform to review experience products considering 

being able to deliver a review with a video. Since videos are vivid and create better visual about a game 

experience, YouTube review videos are very likely to have a high impact on video game sales and as such, 

should be investigated. Besides, the wireless internet and mobile phones might lead to a fundamental shift in 

consumers´ information acquisition about new video games and therefore the relative importance of critics 

and consumers and YouTube reviews might be different. Using a novel dataset of video games, this research 

untangles the effects of consumers, critics and YouTube video reviews on video games sales.  

The topic of YouTube video reviews is a timely topic for the video gaming companies to understand the effects 

of YouTube video reviews for a success of a new game. Findings of this research can help game developers 

and video games companies to plan their marketing campaigns and spending efficiently and target the right 

channels for optimal sales performance. For instance, they can see whether a user- vs a company-generated 

video review is more effective. They can understand which format is more effective in terms of revenues: 

whether a written or video review.    

In the next section, literature review was discussed under three sections: YouTube usage as a social media 

strategy, the impacts of consumers’ and critics’ reviews, and the influence of social media channels on video 

 
2 https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-strategies/video/gaming-related-youtube-view-statistics/ 
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game sales. Section 3 covers hypotheses argumentation. Section 4 presents the method, gives information 

about the research data, and reports the results. Section 5 concludes, and discusses implications of the findings. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 YouTube and Social Media Strategy 

Parallel to digital transformation, companies are integrating social media platforms in their advertising 

strategy. Both companies and consumers can create and share content about brands and products (Mangold 

& Faulds, 2009; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2009). One of those social platforms is YouTube which is an online video-

sharing platform. Since its establishment in February 2005 and later acquisition by Google in 2006, YouTube 

becomes a popular social media platform that consumers spend a lot of time on it. YouTube is the second 

most-visited website after Google Search. YouTube users can view, rate, share, add to playlists, report, upload, 

comment on videos and subscribe to other users at YouTube. Users who create content and have grown large 

followings on digital platforms, such as YouTube, LinkedIn and Twitter have started to attract interests of 

companies as an endorsement opportunity.  

Influencer marketing was defined as a collaboration of companies with third party endorsers to promote for 

their brands and products (De Veirman, Cauberghe & Hudders, 2017). Game developers and video game firms 

are forward thinking and they have quickly grasped the commercial potential of these new generation 

influencers who appeal to a large community. They can give incentives for influential gamers who are active 

on social media platforms, specifically YouTube to review their new games. They can digitally advertise their 

products on these YouTube channels. Tracking user comments or sentiment on YouTube review videos can 

give an idea about how to fix problems in a gameplay, or how to select right games to distribute. Engagement 

statistics of game related YouTube videos as a measure of buzz can give an idea on sales performance of a new 

game.     

2.2 The influence of online consumer and critic textual reviews  

There is an agreement on positive impact of reviews written by either professionals or consumers on sales: For 

instance, for movies (Eliashberg & Shugan, 1997; Basuroy et al., 2003; Reinstein & Snyder, 2005; Souza et 

al., 2019), for video games (Zhu & Zhang, 2010; Cox & Kaiman, 2015), and for books (Chevalier & Mazylin, 

2006). However, findings on significance of eWOM metrics, namely valence, volume and variance and the 

relative importance of critic vs user reviews have been contradictory. Valence is about whether a review 

contains overall positive, negative or neutral feelings. It can be operationalized as rating, sentiment, 

favourability or polarity. Volume is about the quantity of reviews. The number of reviews is the most common 

way to measure volume, and it can show how popular the product is. Variance of review ratings as an eWOM 

metric was less investigated and it indicates the heterogeneity in consumer opinions (Sun, 2012).   

Consumer review (valence) was found to be more important than critic reviews for movies (Chintagunta, 

2010) and for video games (Zhu & Zhang, 2006, 2010). However, later research indicated the impact of 

customer reviews are overstated and critic reviews valence is more important than customer review valence 

for movies (Basuroy et al., 2019) and for video games (Cox & Kaimann, 2015).  

Volume of reviews were discussed as the most important performance factor by researchers (Liu, 2006; Duan 

et al., 2008; Cui et al., 2012). Recently, two meta studies claimed opposite effects for volume and valence effects. 

While You et al. (2015) indicated that volume have lower impact on sales than valence, Babic et al. (2016) 

showed the opposite effect: volume has a stronger effect on sales than valence. Cox and Kaimann (2015) found 

that all critic related variables (valence, volume and consistency i.e., variance) contributed positively to sales 

of video games. This paper examines the impacts of critic and consumer reviews’ valence and volume one 

more time for video games while also taking account the effect of video reviews on YouTube.  

2.3 The influence of social media channels and video game sales   

Marchand et al. (2017) examined the impacts of Twitter and Amazon consumer reviews and Metacritic critic 

reviews on video game sales over time. The effects of Twitter and Amazon consumer reviews on new video 

game sales change over time. The valence of microblogging (Twitter) was not significant influence throughout 

the product lifetime, but the valence of consumer reviews did towards the end. The volumes of microblogs, 

consumer reviews, and advertising was shown to drive early week sales. The volume of microblogs is initially 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10824-019-09349-0#ref-CR36
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effective after the release and later impact drops. On the other hand, there is a continuous growth in the impact 

of the volume of consumer reviews. Baek et al. (2017) compared the influence of four social media channels 

on movie sales in terms of volume: Twitter, Yahoo!Movies, YouTube, and blogs. The influence of Twitter and 

Yahoo!Movies on sales was larger at the early stage and at the late stage of a movie’s opening, respectively; 

however, no differences in sales were observed for blogs and YouTube at the early and late stage of a movie’s 

opening. The impacts of consumer engagement behaviours on Twitter, Facebook and YouTube on movie sales 

was investigated by Oh et al. (2017). They defined two types of engagement behaviour in the paper: personal 

which is intrinsically motivated and interactive which is both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated. While 

consumers involve in personal engagement passively consume the content such as likes or views, consumers 

involve in interactive engagement discuss and share their opinions about movies with others and indicate 

sharing, commenting, retweeting type behaviours. Their findings indicated significant positive relationship 

between consumer engagement behaviours on YouTube, Facebook and box office gross revenues, but the same 

effect was not significant on Twitter. Oh et al. (2017) studied movie industry instead of video games industry 

and they did not cover the influence of online textual consumer and critic reviews. Houston et al. (2018) 

investigated the effect of consumer generated pre-release buzz data from Twitter (volume) and Facebook 

(volume of likes) on opening week movie sales. Pre-release buzz meaning buzz that occurs earlier to 

commercial introduction of a new product, has conceptually a multidimensional construct with three 

dimensions: Communication, search and participatory behaviour in the paper. Houston et al. (2018) obtained 

that Twitter (communication dimension of pre-release buzz) has a larger effect than Facebook (participatory 

behaviour dimension of pre-release buzz). This paper differs from their study in three aspects: Oh et al (2017) 

considered only pre-release buzz, it was for movies and it did not cover YouTube. Recently, Bogaert et al. 

(2021) investigated the predictive power of Facebook and Twitter on movie box office sales. The influence of 

Facebook on box office sales was larger than Twitter because Twitter users had less source credibility than 

Facebook users. Another recent study proved that Facebook engagement of a movie trailer had a higher 

positive effect on movie sales than YouTube engagement of a movie trailer (Adıgüzel, 2021). Besides, YouTube 

has a larger effect at earlier stage of a movie screen while Facebook is more effective at late stage of a movie 

screen. So far, the type (user- versus firm-generated), volume and sentiment of audio-visual game reviews 

posted on YouTube on video games sales were not investigated and this paper fills-in this void.   

3. Hypothesis Argumentation 

Companies have realized the potential benefits of a product review by an influencer to increase product 

awareness and to generate sales. Consumers often search for like-minded amateurs’ opinions in various ways. 

Interactive, engaging and easy to watch video reviews help gaming influencers to build their communities. 

“Influencers” can be described as are people or organizations that can sway the public opinion to change their 

decision on a purchase. They have typically very high reach on social media platforms, such as YouTube or 

Instagram. Influencers are well-connected, create an impact, have active minds, and are trendsetters (Keller & 

Berry, 2003). Consumers develop a long-lasting relationships with influencers (Lee & Watkins, 

2016; Munnukka et al., 2019) and therefore influencers have loyal followers. 

Consumers might trust reviews of YouTube video game influencers more than critic and consumer reviews 

with the following reasons. First, consumers might think that YouTube video game influencers have more 

knowledge and experience than ordinary video gamers but their tastes are more similar compare to 

professional critics. Previous research indicated that critics and ordinary consumers have different tastes and 

preferences. Experts have elite tastes and take into account a greater extent the technical or artistic aspects of 

the product (Goldenberg et al., 2006; Holbrook, 2005). For instance, independent movies take more positive 

reviews by experts, but not ordinary moviegoers. Ordinary video gamers might find more similarity with 

themselves and YouTube influencers (homophily effect) compare to professional critics and ordinary 

consumers and therefore they can find information given by them as more trustworthy and reliable. Similar 

people can inspire trust. Studies on social networking discussed attitude homophily, meaning the degree to 

which people tend to bond with similar others, as an explanatory factor of influence-based relationships 

patterns and interpersonal communications (Aral & Walker, 2012,2014). Sokolova and Kefi (2020) investigated 

Instagram and YouTube bloggers and found that attitude homophily is positively related to para-social 

interaction meaning the relationship between a spectator and a performer (Horton & Wohl, 1956). Para-social 

interaction and credibility of the influencers are positively related to purchase intention in their research. 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.03042/full#B48
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.03042/full#B48
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.03042/full#B52
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1094996810000241?casa_token=-JgCdDnjLE0AAAAA:KCO_c12gookfjjwXPxKO47uuFPBTDRg9oC-Wop8VLfZaTdVs_dSTdnoHkR76z2CW7EfnmR2bzA#bib29
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1094996810000241?casa_token=-JgCdDnjLE0AAAAA:KCO_c12gookfjjwXPxKO47uuFPBTDRg9oC-Wop8VLfZaTdVs_dSTdnoHkR76z2CW7EfnmR2bzA#bib34
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Previous research concluded that influencers positively influence brand attitudes and purchase intentions (Jin 

& Phua, 2014; Lee & Watkins, 2016; Djafarova & Rushworth, 2017). User generated videos was shown to have 

a greater effect on attitude toward the ad and brand compare to brand-generated videos (Diwanji & Cortese, 

2020). Overall, YouTube video reviews created by a game influencer is very likely increase game sales more 

than the one by a firm due to high para-social interaction between an influencer and a consumer and high 

credibility of an influencer. Viewers trust an influencer and rely on them for an accurate information due to 

influencer´s expertise (Ladhari et al., 2020). Besides, friendly, casual and more personal video reviews by 

influencers have the ability to keep viewers engaged (Delbaere et al. 2021). Thus, the first hypothesis is the 

following:   

H1: YouTube video posted by an influencer have higher game sales than YouTube video posted by a firm 

YouTube enable engagement with the video content through watching, liking or disliking, commenting, 

sharing the video content, following and subscribing to video channels. YouTube enabled engagement can be 

positively associated with a video game performance. Previous research indicated that consumers’ offline 

behaviours are positively related with likes on Facebook (Mochon et al., 2017) and purchase decisions 

(Bhattacharyya & Bose, 2020). In a movie context, sharing a movie trailer on YouTube was proved to influence 

movie performance (Oh et al., 2017). Recent study also proved the positive relationship between pre-release 

engagement on social media channels, namely Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, and opening week movie sales 

(Castillo et al., 2021). Consumers experience a movie by watching a movie trailer in a shortened form and this 

experience influence their movie/going decision. Similarly, game reviews in a video format give opportunity 

to experience a new game before purchase and give a chance to reduce information asymmetries between 

buyers and sellers. Besides, YouTube video reviews are high-quality visual content similar to Instagram and 

succeed to engage viewers intensely (Pentina et al., 2018). High number of views and likes to a video review 

indicate the content appeals to the viewers and the content is successful to catch attention. While likes indicate 

consumers agree with the video content and interested, dislikes can still indicate attention but disagreement 

with the content. So, increased consumer engagement behaviours are indicators for increased attention, 

interest and agreement or disagreement with the content, game sales might increase positively.  

H2: There is a positive relationship between consumer engagement behaviours on YouTube and game sales.  

In a digital age, online consumers are impatient with the content presented in a text format and therefore they 

prefer to watch a video instead of reading a text when searching for product-related information3. Videos can 

carry more vivid information with visuals about a new video game more than written review texts. Vivid 

information means any piece of information which helps consumers to induce physical and experiential aspect 

of a product (Flavian et al., 2017). Pictures, audio-visual content (i.e., videos) and colourful exemplars are 

examples of vivid information. Vivid information was proved to influence directly mental imagery processing 

and product evaluations and intentions (Orus et al, 2016). Video reviews provide an opportunity to see the 

product in action. Video reviews supply more realistic and richer information about a new game and therefore 

they are more persuasive compare to textual reviews. An experimental study by Albano, Guerreiro and Rita 

(2019) also illustrated that video reviews increase purchase intentions more than text reviews. Next to the 

advantage of creating imagery about a product experience, product reviews in video format has the advantage 

of providing interaction possibility compare to textual product reviews. Daugherty et al. (2008) stated that 

online content that is both visual and auditory is more vivid compared to online textual content. The content 

of YouTube review videos is both auditory and visual.  

Gamers can like or dislike a video review, write a comment, share it with others and click to the related product 

link for further product information. There is not much chance of further interaction with textual product 

reviews. Sales of a product is very likely increase with more engagement with a video product review because 

engagement indicates interest and involvement to a product (de Oliveira Santini et el. 2020). When positive 

engagement increases with a YouTube review video, consumers’ purchase decisions might be higher than 

ordinary and expert reviews because YouTube videos provide more vivid and rich information than textual 

reviews and gamers can interact with a reviewer. 

H3: The effect of YouTube videos on game sales is higher than the effects of ordinary and critic reviews.  

 
3 https://www.retaildive.com/news/72-of-consumers-prefer-videos-to-text-marketing/524161/ 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.03042/full#B43
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.03042/full#B43
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.03042/full#B48
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.03042/full#B24
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4. Method 

Data was collected from multiple sources: VGChartz.com, MobyGames, Metacritic and YouTube. VGChartz 

data has been previously used by relevant previous research (Cox, 2014; Cox & Kaimann, 2015). Sales data of 

video games between 2010 and 2019 was obtained from VGChartz. When there is missing in Total Sales, Total 

Shipped data was used, assuming the shipped games were sold. Differing from Cox and Kaimann (2015), 

global sales were used in this paper instead of only North America region. The time period was more recent 

2010-2019 because the usage and importance of social media was more significant last decades as explained 

by Chu & Kim (2011). Besides, the selected time period covers the latest generation of game consoles. Platform, 

publisher, developer, release date and duration (i.e., elapsed time since the first release) information of a new 

game were also obtained from VGChartz. After gathering all game specific data, the ones that had missing 

entries were omitted.  

The game characteristics, namely genre, interactivity, being a part of an existing franchise (i.e. sequel), 

multiplatform release were obtained from MobyGames website. ESRB ratings were missing for some of the 

games, and the missing data was retrieved from the official website of ESRB. ESRB assigns age and content 

ratings to consumer video games and it has four categories for a video game: teen (13 years and older), 

everyone 10+ (ten years and older), everyone (suitable for all ages), mature (17 years and older). There was no 

game with category “Adults Only 18+” in the sample. 

User and critic review scores were collected from Metacritic website. Metacritic is a website that houses 

aggregate review scores for various forms of media (music, movies, tv series as well as video games). This 

paper uses the averages of both metrics that Metacritic provides under two different categories (valence of 

critic and user reviews), while recording the volume of reviews in each category. Metacritic gives critic review 

scores on a 0-100 scale, while it gives the user scores on a 0-10 scale. To be able to compare them with Cox and 

Kaimann’s (2015) findings, user scores were rescaled on a scale of 0-100. 

Top fifteen games with the highest sales were selected and up to ten YouTube videos about per selected game 

was searched to extract YouTube information. The total sample size of 140 YouTube videos consisted of the 

sample and later merged with sales, game and critic information. YouTube review videos were searched by 

using the keywords “<Game Name> review” and the topmost videos with review content has been selected. 

Additionally, it is safe to assume that the average user will use the default setting for their search. Considering 

this research analyses on the top performers, it is logical to expect their audience to be wide as well, which 

implies more “average users” instead of enthusiasts. YouTube variables are total view, like and dislike counts, 

review sentiment score and the type of YouTube reviewer. The type of YouTube reviewer was categorized 

after looking to review poster´s profile information to understand whether the video was posted by an 

influencer (1) versus company (0) such as GameSpot. Sentiment analysis of video reviews was done by 

watching each video and assigning 1 point for a positive review, 0.5 point for a mixed review and 0 point for 

negative review. As most videos do not release their content in a text format to the public, using a sentiment 

analysis software was unfeasible.  

4.1 Variables 

The dependent variable is logarithm of total sales of a game given in VGChartz, similar to previous research 

(Cox et al. 2014, 2015). Since games have different release date and earliest games is very likely to have high 

sales, logarithm of sales will be divided by number of years passed since the first release and used as a 

dependent variable in analyses. Independent variables are valence and volume of critic and consumer reviews, 

volume (total views of a YouTube video), valence (percentage of likes/dislikes to total views) of a YouTube 

video, YouTube video sentiment and YouTube reviewer type. Consumer engagement behaviours were 

measured with volume and valence metrics.   

Control variables were selected from Cox & Kaimann’s papers (2014, 2015) closely, by listing other possible 

signals of quality to account for endogeneity. Interactivity was added as suggested as an important component 

by Marchand (2016). Interactivity is a dummy variable, indicating the game offers any multiplayer mode (local 

or online). It was coded 0 if the game can be played simultaneously with other players from different locations 

through the Internet; 1(both) otherwise. Multiplatform (dummy) indicates whether the game is released on 

more than one platform (coded as 1). Remasters have not been considered as multiplatform as they are 
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considered completely a new game. Genre dummies was created. There were two genres in the selected game 

sample: action and racing/driving. Action games are considered 1, as they make up by far the largest group in 

the dataset. Age restriction dummy indicates whether a game was rated as Mature (+17) by ESRB (coded as 1) 

and it was used by Cox et al. (2014, 2015), as well as Terry et al. (2011). However, it was not included in the 

final model because of high correlation with some variables.  

The following ordinary regression model was fitted: 

logSalesij = 𝛽0+𝛽1Critic Valencei +𝛽2Critic Volumei + 𝛽3Consumer Valencei +𝛽4 Consumer Volumei+ 

𝛽5YouTubeReviewerTypeij +𝛽6YouTubeVideoVolumeij+ 𝛽7YouTubeLiketoVieweij+ 

𝛽8YouTubeDisliketoVieweij + 𝛽9YouTubeSentimentij + 𝛽10Multiplatformi+ 𝛽11Sequeli + 𝛽12Interactivityi+ 𝛽13 

Genrei +εi 

where i indicates a video game title and j represents the YouTube video index. Standardized values will be 

used in regression due to different units of measurements.  

4.2.  Results 

The correlation matrix and descriptive were presented in Table 1. The three highest significant correlation with 

sales is valence of critic (0.46), then the ratio of likes to view count (0.43) and valence of consumer reviews 

(0.25). The correlation between volume of consumer and critic reviews is high, 0.82. Multicollinearity was 

inspected with variance inflation factors (VIF). Average VIF value was 3.26 and there were no VIF value larger 

than commonly recommended cut-off 10.  

Table 1. Descriptive and correlations between variables 

Variables Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Sales (1) 3.1 0.12 1           

VolumeCritic (2) 111.08 3.95 -0.13 1         

ValenceCritic(3) 87.42 0.63 0.46* 0.56*  1       

VolumeConsumer(4) 4940 452 -0.12 0.82*  0.52*   1     

ValenceConsumer(5) 66.49 1.56 0.25* 0.21*   0.51* -0.05 1   

LiketoViewYouTube(6) 0.02 0.00 0.43* -0.04 0.25*  0.03 -0.02 1 

Multiplatform(7) 0.69 0.04 -0.01 0.38*  0.13 0.41*  -0.53 0.13 

Interactivity(8) 0.93 0.02 -0.24* 0.39*   0.05 0.18*   0.31*  -0.34 

Genre: Action(9) 0.86 0.03 0.05 0.23* -0.07  .29*  -0.4*  0.13 

DisliketoViewYouTube(10) 0.00 0.00 0.11 -0.07 -0.03 0.02 -0.24* -0.09 

ViewCountYouTube(11) 650825 896 0.14 0.27*   0.17 0.22*  0.01 -0.01 

Sentiment YouTube (12) 0.86 0.26 0.03  0.16 0.24*   0.06  0.25*  -0.11   

ReviewerTypeYouTub (13) 0.40 0.04 -0.11 0.02 -0.10 -0.02 -0.01  0.20* 

Sequel (14) 0.84 0.03 0.11 0.23*   0.28*  0.15 0.19* -0.14 

  7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Multiplatform(7) 1              

Interactivity(8) -0.19* 1             

Genre: Action(9) 0.16 -0.11 1           

DisliketoViewYouTube(10) 0.14 -0.08 0.07 1         

ViewCountYouTube(11) 0.15 0.12 0.16 0.01 1       

Sentiment YouTube (12) -0.01 0.12 -0.06  -0.09 -0.1 1     

ReviewerTypeYouTub (13) -0.10 0.11 0.00 -0.09 0.04 0.01 1   

Sequel (14) -0.15 0.61* -0.19*   0.06  0.13  -.17*   0.04 1 

Notes. *: 0.05 significance level, SD: standard deviation 
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There is model fit (F(13,125) = 65.36, p < 0.001) and explanatory variables explained 0.87 of variance in video 

games sales which is satisfactory. While volume of critic reviews significantly positively influenced video 

games sales (b = 0.388, p < 0.001), valence of critic reviews significantly negatively influenced sales (b = -0.163, 

p < 0.05). Both valence (b = 0.494, p < 0.001) and volume (b = 0.218, p < 0.01) of consumer reviews significant 

positively influenced video games sales. Volume of YouTube videos (b = 0.082, p < 0.05) and positive 

engagement (like to view ratio) (b = 0.147, p < 0.001) significantly positively influenced sales. Interestingly, 

negative engagement (dislike to view ratio) has also a significant positive effect on video games sales (b = 0.080, 

p < 0.05). YouTube video sentiment (b = -0.018, p = 0.62) and YouTube video Type (b = -0.086, p = 0.23) were not 

significant. Additionally, being a multiplatform video game, an action genre, and being a multiplayer game 

increased video games sales. Thus, H1 was not confirmed and H2 was confirmed for total views and like/dislike 

to view ratio, but not for YouTube sentiment.  

The most important significant factors of sales were being a multiplayer game, valence of consumer reviews, 

volume of critic reviews, being a multiplatform game, volume of consumer reviews, valence of critic reviews 

(negative), YouTube Like to View Ratio, being an action genre game, volume of YouTube views, and YouTube 

Dislike to View Ratio, respectively. So, H3 was not confirmed because the impact of valence of consumer 

reviews was significantly higher than any of consumers’ YouTube engagement indicators.  

Table 2. OLS Results (DV = video game sales) 

Variables Coefficients p-value 

Volume Critic Review 0.388 0.000 

Valence Critic Review -0.163 0.024 

Volume Consumer Review 0.218 0.004 

Valence Consumer Reviews 0.494 0.000 

YouTube Like to View Ratio 0.147 0.000 

YouTube Dislike to View Ratio 0.080 0.019 

Volume YouTube Review 0.082 0.018 

Video Review Type (1: User 0: Firm) -0.086 0.228      

YouTube Overall Sentiment -0.018 0.617 

Multiplatform 0.707 0.000 

Interactivity -2.835 0.000 

Genre: Action 0.326 0.013 

Sequel -0.038 0.776   

Constant 1.933 0.000 

5. Discussions and Conclusions 

This paper investigated the effects of video game reviews posted on YouTube and textual game reviews posted 

on product or review websites on video game sales. Critic and consumer reviews at product or review websites 

were in a textual form and reviews on YouTube were in a video form. Additionally, YouTube review sentiment 

and YouTube video type (user/influencer- vs firm-generated) were considered. The impacts of consumer 

engagement to a video game review in terms of views, likes and dislikes on sales were investigated. Relative 

effects of video and textual game reviews on game sales were compared. 

The findings indicated that consumer engagement behaviours of a video review on YouTube influenced game 

sales positively. The number of YouTube video views, and likes and dislikes with a YouTube video review 

had a positive effect on video game sales, confirming the positive effects of consumer engagement behaviours 

on sales (Oh et al. 2017). Even dislikes of a YouTube game review have a positive effect on sales. So, dislikes 

also indicate buzz around a new game and they are an indicator of increased awareness of a new game. 

However, the sentiment of a YouTube review did not significantly influence sales. This nonsignificant impact 

was probably caused by measuring sentiment with only three categories, namely positive, neutral and 

negative. Overall, the number of YouTube views and likes/dislikes as a social media engagement indicator are 

important to increase sales. The results confirmed the significant effects of social media engagement on posted 

review content on sales in the video games context (Marchand et al. 2017). There was no difference in sales 

when YouTube review is posted by an influencer compared to a firm. The expectation was the effect of user-
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generated (influential) on sales will be higher than firm-generated one. Smith et al. (2012) discussed that brand-

related YouTube content differ from the one for Twitter and Facebook. Since user on YouTube focus on 

especially broadcasting the self (Smith et al. 2012) and the brand/product centrality might be low in their 

videos, their game reviews might be also less effective. Volume and valence of consumer reviews, volume of 

critic reviews increased sales and increase was higher for consumer reviews compare to critic reviews, 

confirming previous studies (Chintagunta et al. 2010; Zhu & Zhang 2010). However, the effect of YouTube 

reviews was not greater than the effect of critic or consumer textual reviews as hypothesized. Gamers who 

follow YouTube reviewers might be more expert and fanatic gamers than casual gamers. Casual gamers might 

prefer to spend less time watching a video review and might prefer textual reviews. Another interesting result 

was the negative effect of valence of critic reviews on sales which was opposite finding of Cox and Kaimann 

(2015). Thus, when critics evaluate games positively, sales decreases. Since critics and  consumers have 

different tastes and preferences, and critics take into account more on the technical or artistic aspects of the 

product (Goldenberg et al., 2006; Holbrook, 2005), this negative effect is not surprising.  

Under all these results, volume and positive assessments of a new game by consumers, volume of critic 

reviews, high number of YouTube review videos, and engaging YouTube review videos can help companies 

to increase their game sales.  

Current research contributes to three streams of research in marketing literature: Digital word of mouth, 

consumer engagement behaviour on social media and predicting video game sales. Digital word of mouth 

literature focused mostly on online consumer reviews on either retail websites such as Amazon (Chevalier & 

Mayzlin 2006) or reputation platforms such as TripAdvisor (Sridhar & Srinivasan 2012). Despite there is 

research about microblogs (Twitter) effects (Marchand et al 2017), this study differs from theirs by 

investigating YouTube review impacts. Besides, inconsistent results about relative importance of critic and 

consumer reviews in creative industries were investigated again (Cox & Kaimann 2015). This study also 

contributed to consumer engagement behaviour in social media by extending the effort in measuring 

consumer engagement behaviour in YouTube. While YouTube allows to register how many users saw the 

video posted, Facebook or Twitter does not record this. The ratio of likes/dislikes to number of views are 

probably better metric to measure consumer engagement at YouTube. Besides, the effectiveness of content 

posted by users compared to content posted by companies and no difference was observed.  

This research provided evidence to support the role of YouTube reviews as an effective communication 

channel for marketing managers of gaming companies and game developers. They should target to increase 

YouTube reviews with high consumer engagement and select reviewers with high engagement at YouTube 

for further publicity and promotions. Managers should also pay attention to right social media metrics to 

identify right reviewers. However, when they use YouTube as a video review platform, they should not forget 

the significant role of consumer reviews at other mediums as well. Reviews by consumers and critics should 

not be undervalued; because they have the highest positive effects. 

Despite the interesting findings, the findings must be interpreted in view of limitations. The time series nature 

of data was not considered in this paper. Future researchers might use longitudinal data, perhaps also in 

different contexts, to validate the current framework and to get more information about time varying effects. 

Further studies could expand the current findings using posts on other social media sites such as Facebook, 

WhatsApp, Pinterest, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat, Twitter, blogs, social tags. Laboratory experiments can 

be used to study how consumer reviews at YouTube get processed on an individual level in future. 
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Appendix  

Table A1. Studies of digital WOM and social media platforms on sales and contribution  

    

Video 

Reviews Video Type Textual Reviews Social Media Platform     

Source; Method Context 

Video 

reviews 

included? 

User vs firm 

generated 

video? 

Critic 

reviews? 

Consumer 

reviews? YouTube? Twitter? Facebook? 

Review or 

retail 

website? 

Eliashberg& 

Shugan 1997; OLS Movies No No Yes No No No No No  

Basuroy et al. 2003; 

Time series OLS Movies No No Yes  No No No No No  

Chevalier&Mayzlin 

2006; Diff-in-diff Books No No No Yes No No No Yesa 

Duan et al. 2008; 

Simul.system 

equation Movies No No No Yes No No No Yesb 

Chintagunta et al. 

2010; GMM, IV Movies No No Yes Yes No No No Yesb 

Moon et al. 2010; 

Stepwise OLS Movies No No Yes Yes No No No Yesc  

Zhu & Zhang 2010; 

Diff-in-diff 

Video 

games No No No Yes No No No Yesd 

Rui et al., (2013); 

Dynamic panel  Movies No No No No No Yes No No  

Du et al. (2014); 

SVM Movies No No No No  No Yes(Tencent) No No  

Hennig-Thurau et 

al. (2015); OLS Movies No No Yes No No Yes Yes No  

Cox and Kaimann 

2015; GMM 

Video 

games No No Yes Yes No No No Yesf 
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Liu et al. (2016); 

OLS and SVM Movies No No No No No Yes (Sina) No No  

Oh et al. 2017; OLS Movies No No No No Yes Yes Yes No  

Ding et al. 2017; 

OLS Movies No No No No No No Yes No  

Baek et al. 2017; 

OLS  Movies Yes No No No Yes Yes  No Yesb 

Marchand et al. 

(2017); OLS 

Video 

games No No Yes Yes No Yes No Yese 

Houston et al. 

(2018); SEM Movies No No Yes No No Yes Yes No  

Basuroy et al. 2019; 

GMM, OLS, IV Movies No No Yes Yes No No No Yesf 

Bogaert et al. 2021; 

Machine learning  Movies No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yesb 

This paper; OLS  

Video 

games Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yesg 

 

Notes. OLS: Ordinary least squares, SVM: Support vector machine. SEM: Structural equation model, GMM: Generalized method of moments, IV: Instrumental 

variables estimation 
a. Amazon.com &bn.com, b. YahooMovies, c. Rotten tomatoes & YahooMovies, d. Videogames.com, e. Amazon and Metacritic f. Rotten tomatoes, g. Metacritic  


